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FACILITATING THE US Renewable TRANSITION:
From Ad Hoc Integration to Comprehensive Reform
Melissa Powers*

Introduction

The United States of America is blessed with an abundance of renewable electricity
resources. The country could satisfy its electricity needs perhaps sixteen times over through
onshore wind power alone,1 and it could potentially produce more than one hundred times
the power it needs from solar energy.2 Each individual state, moreover, could likely meet all
of its energy demand solely from instate renewable resources,3 and many states would have
surplus power to export. 4 The United States also has an advanced and innovative
technology sector that has designed key technologies that have made and will continue to
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Several states already produce renewable electricity for export to other states. The physical

interconnection of the US transmission system enables these exports, although intermittent resources
face difficulties obtaining affordable access to the transmission system. See infra n. 75-83 and
accompanying text. Renewable energy exports face other challenges in today’s energy market,
including slack demand and competition from lower cost natural gas. See Judy W. Chang, J. Michael
Hagerty, Johannes P. Pfeifenberger, and Ann Murray, ‘Nebraska Renewable Energy Exports:
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produce a surplus of renewable power.
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make renewable electricity cheaper, more available, and more reliable.5 Government studies
have calculated that the United States could obtain 80% of its electricity from renewable
sources by 2050,6 and private studies have argued that a 100%-by-2050 goal is realistic.7 A
transformation of the electricity system (this paper will call it a “renewable transition”) is
technically feasible. Indeed, the United States added an unprecedented amount of new
electricity capacity from renewable sources in the past several years.8 Yet, as of 2014,
renewables accounted for only 13% of the country’s electricity production, 9 and nonhydroelectric renewable resources built since the 1970s accounted for less than half of this
production.10 Solar and wind, the resources with the highest growth rates and arguably the
greatest potential to supply future US power (and the focus of this article), 11 together
provided only about 5% of US power generation by early 2015.12 In comparison, in 2014
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(NREL) illustrate how technological improvements can expand renewable power availability. In late
2014, NREL released wind capacity maps demonstrating that nearly every state in the country could
produce substantial wind power using 140-meter onshore wind turbines, which have only recently
become commercially available. In comparison, 110-meter turbines in use today reduce wind capacity
in many states, particularly in the southeast. See US Dept. of Energy, WINDExchange, ‘Wind
Potential Capacity’ (last updated 10 Dec 2014),
http://apps2.eere.energy.gov/wind/windexchange/windmaps/resource_potential.asp [hereinafter Wind
Potential Capacity].
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renewable resources provided 24% of electricity supply in Germany13 and 40% in Denmark,
nearly all of which has come online since the 1990s.14

The low penetration of renewable energy in the United States is somewhat surprising, at
least when one considers that renewable energy laws have been on the books since the late
1970s.15 The primary federal and state renewable policies (Renewable Portfolio Standards
(RPSs), net metering laws, tax credits, and the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
(PURPA)) 16 have played essential roles in supporting renewable energy development, but
have also promoted erratic and unreliable growth. 17 As a result of this fitful growth,
renewables have provided and likely will continue to provide a much smaller proportion of
power than they could. 18 For example, despite lower costs, improved technologies, and
increased federal efforts to support renewable power, the Department of Energy released a
report in March 2015 that aims for wind to produce only 20% of the nation’s power by 2030
and 35% by 2050.19 While these figures are ambitious compared to the penetration of wind
power at the end of 2014, they pale in comparison to US wind power potential20 (not to
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mention penetration rates achieved by other countries, such as Denmark).21 Similarly, a
proposed federal regulation, the Clean Power Plan,22 would set renewable targets that are
nearly half of what they could be based on current state policies and development levels.23
At the very least, the United States suffers from a lack of ambition when it comes to
renewable power. For the country to achieve a renewable transition, it will need to aim much
higher.

Lack of ambition, however, is not the only problem with US renewable energy policies.
Uncertainty has become the norm in the renewable energy industry, and this uncertainty
presents hurdles for both independent renewable developers and utilities that must secure
adequate power supplies. Persistent political disputes about renewable energy development
and policies have infected the industry with instability. Tax policies have become the poster
children for this dynamic. Inconsistent federal tax policy has subjected the wind energy
industry to a boom-and-bust development cycle that constrains the investment, growth, and
stability necessary to support reliable and low-cost wind energy development.24 The solar
energy industry may soon face similar instability when other federal tax credits expire.25 At a
minimum, unpredictable tax policy raises the transaction costs associated with renewable
power acquisition; 26 but in many cases, expiring tax credits have caused a collapse in

21
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Production Tax Credit Policy, or Lack Thereof’ (CPR Blog 12 Feb 2013),
http://www.progressivereform.org/CPRBlog.cfm?idBlog=CEA8C992-BD12-B999EF92A40AE2F89CD6(last visited 7 Apr 2013).
25
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July 2014), http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-solar-industrys-tax-credit-conundrum;
see also Camilo Patrignani, ‘The Solar Industry Needs to Let Its Federal Tax Credit Die, Says This
CEO’ GreenTechSolar (Washington 13 Jan 2015), http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/thesolar-industry-needs-to-let-its-federal-tax-credit-die-says-this-ceo (arguing that the instability
experienced by the wind industry would be worse for the solar industry than loss of the tax credit).
26

Powers, ‘Sustainable Energy Subsidies’ (n. 17) 225-26; Merrill Jones Barradale, ‘Impact of Policy

Uncertainty on Renewable Energy Investment: Wind Power and the PTC’ (Working Paper rev. ed.
Aug 2009) 5, 6 fig.1, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1085063.
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renewable energy development. 27 Other policies may be heading in a similar direction.
Although experts credit RPSs with promoting substantial growth in the renewable energy
industry, 28 their impact is diminishing as utilities come closer to meeting RPS targets. 29
Unless policy makers adopt new RPSs with more aggressive goals for the future, demand
for renewable power could drop. Without RPSs to drive demand, with federal tax credits
facing expiration, 30 and with increasing uncertainty surrounding net metering laws and
PURPA,31 a sustained transition to renewable power becomes more unlikely.32

Unfortunately, US renewable energy policies themselves engender uncertainty by promoting
ad hoc33 renewable power development and integration rather than a comprehensive plan
for the renewable transition. These policies provide greater autonomy to independent
renewable power developers, but the piecemeal development they allow has significant
downsides. First, piecemeal renewable power development is inefficient and expensive,34
and although equipment costs have declined, other “soft costs” remain high.35 As a result,
27

Am. Wind Energy Ass’n, Federal Production Tax Credit for Wind Energy: The American Wind

Industry Urges Congress to Take Immediate Action to Pass an Extension of the PTC, available at
http://www.awea.org/issues/federal_policy/upload/PTC-Fact-Sheet.pdf. A similar drop-off in wind
power development occurred when Denmark suspended its own subsidies without providing
alternative policy support. Meyer, N. I. and A. L. Koefoed, ‘Danish energy reform: Policy implications
for renewables’ (2003) 31 Energy Pol’y 597.
28
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2016 remain eligible for the credit. Tax Increase Prevention Act of 2014, H.R. 5771 (2d. Sess. 2013);
IRS Notice 2015-25 (11 Mar 2015). The tax credits that support commercial and residential solar
development will drop or expire at the end of 2016. I.R.C. § 45(a), (b) (2012); I.R.C. § 48 (2012).
31

See infra section III.
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[hereinafter Annual Energy Outlook]. Most renewable power development has occurred in states that
offer a mix of policy supports that include RPSs and tax credits.
33

“Ad hoc” means “for the particular end or case at hand without consideration of wider application.”

Merriam-Webster, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ad%20hoc.
34

See Nick Lawton, ‘Shrinking Solar Soft Costs: Policy Solutions to Make Solar Power Economically

Competitive’ (Green Energy Institute Apr 2014), 8-17.
35

Ibid. 2-6. Importantly, although hardware costs for solar have declined, the “soft costs” associated

with solar development generally have not.
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renewable power cannot compete effectively in the current electricity market without policy
assistance. 36 Second, piecemeal development and siting of renewable power facilities
complicates transmission and distribution gird planning and management, which, in turn,
stifles renewable power growth.37 While distributed power sources could actually improve
grid reliability, 38 unplanned expansion of distributed generation could have the opposite
effect. 39 Third, while all renewable energy policies face some opposition, programs that
promote piecemeal development face increasingly intense (and often unfounded) political
opposition for being elitist and unfair.40 These contentious political debates draw attention
away from much more fundamental questions about how the electricity system and utility
business models must change to achieve the renewable transition.41
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Annual Energy Outlook (n. 32) IF42-IF43
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See infra notes 220-240 and accompanying text. With relatively low levels of renewable deployment

in most places, integration has not yet presented significant challenges to grid reliability. However,
individual facilities have struggled to obtain access to transmission lines in various places, and power
planners anticipate that increased integration without better planning could present both economic
and reliability problems. See Krysti Shallenberger, ‘Mont. Project Will Send Wind Across Border to
Wyo.’ EnergyWire (20 Mar 2015), http://www.eenews.net/energywire/2015/03/20/stories/1060015412;
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http://www.caiso.com/Documents/FlexibleResourcesHelpRenewables_FastFacts.pdf. Not everybody
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Takes Aim at Duck Curve’ GreentechGrid (24 Mar 2014),
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2005’ (2007) 2-17.
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‘Minority Groups Back Energy Companies in Fight Against Solar Power’ LA Times (9 Feb 2015),
http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-solar-race-20150209-story.html; Jon Wellinghoff & James Tong,
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Grid managers and regulators have sought to address the uncertainty in the electricity sector
primarily through transmission planning strategies. Since the 1990s, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has developed a series of regulations and orders designed
to ensure that wholesale power producers have open, non-discriminatory access to the
transmission system. 42 As more renewable power has entered the mix, FERC has
established requirements to facilitate integration of large wind generators, variable energy
producers, and small renewable power producers. 43 In addition, FERC has directed
transmission operators to develop regional plans for integrating renewable power sources.44
Other entities have likewise sought to plan for increased renewable energy integration. For
example, eastern regional transmission operators have begun to plan for increased
renewable power integration,45 and transmission operators in the West have initiated efforts

42

Promoting Wholesale Competition Through Open Access Nondiscriminatory Transmission Services

by Public Utilities; Recovery of Stranded Costs by Public Utilities and Transmitting Utilities, Order No.
888, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,036, 61 Fed.Reg. 21,540 (1996), clarified, 76 FERC ¶ 61,009 and 76
FERC ¶ 61,347 (1996) (“Order 888”), on reh'g, Order No. 888–A, FERC Stats. and Regs. ¶
31,048, 62 Fed.Reg. 12,274, clarified, 79 FERC ¶ 61,182 (1997), on reh'g, Order No. 888–B, 81
FERC ¶ 61,248, 62 Fed.Reg. 64,688 (1997), on reh'g, Order No. 888–C, 82 FERC ¶ 61,046 (1998)
[hereinafter Order 888]; Open Access Same–Time Information System and Standards of
Conduct, Order No. 889, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,035, 61 Fed.Reg. 21,737 (1996) (“Order 889”), on
reh'g, Order No. 889–A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,049, 62 Fed.Reg. 12,484 (1997), on reh'g, Order
No. 889–B, 81 FERC ¶ 61,253 (1997); and Regional Transmission Organizations, Order No. 2000, 65
Fed.Reg. 810 (2000).
43

Interconnection for Wind Energy, Order 661, FERC Stats & Regs., ¶ 61,353 (2005); Integration of

Variable Energy Resources, Order 764, FERC Stats & Regs., ¶ 61,246 (2012); and Small Generator
Interconnection Agreements and Procedures, Order 792, FERC Stats & Regs., ¶ 61,159 (2013).
44

FERC, Facts, Order No. 1000: Final Rule on Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by

Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities (Jul. 21, 2011), available at
http://www.ferc.gov/media/news-releases/2011/2011-3/07-21-11-E-6-factsheet.pdf.
45

See GE Energy Consulting, ‘PJM Renewable Integration Study, Executive Summary Report

Revision 03’ (Mar 2014) 3-5 [hereinafter PJM Renewable Integration Study]. The study assumed, for
example, that onshore wind farms would be located in designated “best sites,” that offshore wind
would provide a significant amount of power, and that solar power would come from centralized plants
widely dispersed across PJM’s service territory and smaller distributed solar facilities located in major
cities. Ibid; GE Energy Mangement, ‘PJM Renewable Integration Study (PRIS), Final Project Review
07, Stakeholder Meeting of March 3, 2014’ (Mar 2014) 37-40. PJM is regional transmission operator
responsible for coordinating electricity transmission in thirteen states in the eastern and Midwestern
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to create an energy imbalance market that would facilitate integration of variable renewable
resources across the western states.46 Even with these efforts, grid managers and energy
policy makers acknowledge they have much more to do.47 For example, distribution-level
management remains an area in need of much greater attention.48 Nonetheless, regulators
understand the challenges presented by the potential renewable transition and are working
to overcome them.

This article proposes that policies to promote renewable power development should change
as well. Specifically, renewable energy policies should create long-term goals and strategic
plans for increasing renewable energy development and facilitating grid integration and
reliability. State-level renewable energy mandates49 would also allow regulators to design
policies that either accommodate the existing utility structure or enable a redesign of the
utility model. Expanded RPSs would establish predictable goals that would create
investment certainty for renewable energy producers and likely enable increased renewable
power integration at lower costs. While other policies, including net metering, PURPA, and
tax credits, could continue to support renewable power development, they would work within
a larger comprehensive plan. Finally, comprehensive energy plans that map out locations for
renewable facility siting would facilitate electricity grid management and help avoid
transmission line conflicts and potential reliability concerns that increased integration of
renewable power could present. While creating a comprehensive plan would be complicate
and contentious, the final plan would facilitate the renewable transition better than piecemeal
development.

Part II of this article provides a quick snapshot of renewable energy’s place in the current US
electricity sector. Next, Part III explains how PURPA, net metering, tax credits, and RPSs
have promoted renewable power and yet exposed the renewable power industry to
increased uncertainty. Part IV argues that much of this uncertainty results from the policies’
promotion of piecemeal development and integration of renewable electricity sources.

parts of the United States. See PJM, ‘About PJM’ https://www.pjm.com/about-pjm.aspx (last visited
Mar. 15, 2015).
46

National Renewable Energy Lab, ‘Transmission Grid Integration, Energy Imbalance Markets,’

http://www.nrel.gov/electricity/transmission/energy_imbalance.html (updated 19 Sep 2014).
47

See California ISO (n. 37); Jim Lazar, ‘Teaching the Duck to Fly’ (RAP Jan 2014).

48

National Renewable Energy Lab, ‘Transmission Grid Integration, Energy Management Systems,’

http://www.nrel.gov/electricity/transmission/energy_management.html (updated 19 Sep 2014).
49

Federal renewable energy mandates are unlikely in the current and foreseeable political climate.
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Rather than continue this piecemeal approach, Part V briefly advocates for the creation of
long-term renewable energy goals, optimally with comprehensive siting plans, to pave the
way for increased stability and investment in the renewable energy sector. Thus, the article
concludes that policies that promote planning and certainty offer the best chance for a
sustained expansion of the US renewable electricity system.

Renewable Energy’s Place in the Current US Electricity System

Renewable electricity has expanded at remarkable rates in the United States in the past
decade. From 2000 through to 2014, wind power development grew 25-fold.50 Solar power
deployment alone doubled in 2014.51 Indeed, in 2014, new renewable power installations
exceeded all other sources of new electricity supply.52 These deployment rates followed
several previous years of growth that have allowed solar and wind power to secure a
foothold of sorts in the US power system.

This foothold, however, is by no means secure in the current electricity market and
regulatory structure. Despite the growth rates witnessed by wind and solar power, forecasts
for future expansion are relatively weak on a national level. Based on current policies,
national wind power deployment will likely drop by the end of 2016, when federal tax credits
fully expire.53 Forecasts for solar power are a bit stronger due to policy support in some
states, but policymakers and solar industry representatives have expressed concerns that
the impending expiration of a federal tax credit for solar facilities will stifle growth after
2016. 54 These concerns and projections highlight the fact that renewable power cannot
compete in the US electricity system without policies that expressly support renewable

50

Wind Power in the United States, Wikipedia,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_power_in_the_United_States (last updated 6 Apr 2015) fig (citing
verified statistics from the US Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy, and the American Wind Energy Association).
51

St. John (n. 8).

52

Peter Danko, ‘Renewables, Led by Wind and Solar, Provided Half of 2014 US Energy Capacity

Additions’ Breaking Energy (30 Jan 2015), http://breakingenergy.com/2015/01/30/renewables-led-bywind-and-solar-provided-half-of-2014-us-energy-capacity-additions/ (noting that wind and solar
53

See Annual Energy Outlook (n. 32) IF42-IF43.

54

Jensen (n. 25).
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energy growth and deployment. Indeed, the market and regulatory structure of the US
electricity system is still stacked against renewables in a number of ways.55

In states where vertically integrated monopolies continue to operate, market-driven
competition at the generation level is weak,56 although independent power producers may
provide wholesale power to utilities in certain situations, such as to supply energy during
peak periods or to supply energy necessary for compliance with renewable mandates.57
Moreover, utilities have incentives to limit the wholesale market to protect their monopolies.
Independent renewable energy producers, like other independent power producers, are
directly competing with these monopolies and thus pose a threat to the utilities’ business
models and profits.58 Under most state utility regulation laws, utilities are entitled to earn a
profit on capital expenses but not on their operating costs. 59 Power purchases from
renewable facilities owned by third parties count as operating expenses for which utilities will
not earn a direct profit.60 Utilities therefore resist buying third parties’ power. While all thirdparty power producers face similar challenges in vertically integrated markets, renewable
power producers are often at a further disadvantage due to the intermittent nature of many
types of renewable power, particularly wind and solar power. 61 Consequently, without

55

The US electricity system is owned and operated by a combination of private and public entities.

Since the creation of the US electric industry, private vertically integrated monopolies have provided
the majority of retail electricity sales in the country. US Energy Info Admin, DOE/EIA-0562(00), ‘The
Changing Structure Of The Electric Power Industry 2000: An Update’ (2000) 5,
http://www.eia.gov/cneaf/electricity/chg_stru_update/update2000.pdf. Today, private investor-owned
utilities serve about 68.5% percent of US electricity customers, and public utilities and rural electric
cooperatives are responsible for about 27.2%. Power production is more competitive, with
independent power producers generating about 41% of the nation’s power, vertically integrated
investor-owned utilities producing about 38%, and public power facility owners producing about 17%.
American Public Power Ass’n, ‘2014-15 Annual Directory and Statistics’ (2014) 26, 28,
http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/USElectricUtilityIndustryStatistics.pdf.
56

Severin Borenstein and James Bushnell, ‘The U.S. Electricity Industry after 20 Years of

Restructuring’ Energy Institute at Haas Working Papers Series (Sep 2014) 9 fig. 2 (independent
power producers provide less than 10% of the power in many states).
57

Ibid.

58

Powers, Small is Beautiful (n. 17) 601-02.

59

Ibid.

60

Ibid.

61

Ibid.
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policies directing utilities to purchase renewable electricity, vertically integrated utilities would
not purchase renewable power from third parties.62

Utilities could produce their own renewable power in regulated markets, which would
eliminate some of the concerns described above. However, this is not a common practice,
despite the economic and management benefits these investments offer.63 A few reasons
may explain this dynamic. First, the inherently conservative culture of utilities may make
them slow to adopt new technology. Second, some states allow utilities to build their own
facilities only when they can do it at a lower cost than competitive bidders.64 Until utilities
acquire more expertise with renewable facility development, their costs will likely be higher
than existing renewable power developers. Finally, traditional utility regulation, which usually
requires utilities to invest in “least cost” resources, has favored fossil fuels over renewable
power.65 While a shift to “least risk” planning could promote utility investment in renewables,
few states have adopted least risk rules.66 As a result, utilities have built very little of the
existing renewable power capacity. While lower costs for renewables have begun to promote
a bit more utility investment, utilities are unlikely to turn to renewable power without policies
that expressly require more renewable power integration.67

62

See Amelia Schlusser, ‘A Safe Bet: How Least-Risk Resource Planning Policies Promote

Renewable Energy’ (Green Energy Institute 2015).
63

James Montgomery, ‘More Insights into Solar and Utilities: Large-Scale Integration, Self-

Ownership, and Net Metering’ RenewableEnergyWorld.com (5 June 2013),
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2013/06/more-insights-into-solar-and-utilitieslarge-scale-integration-self-ownership-and-net-metering (reporting the utilities owned 12% of utilityscale solar and 7% of all solar); Powers, Small is Beautiful (n. 17) 601-02 (explaining the economic
benefits of utility ownership and investment).
64

See In the Matter of PacifiCorp, dba, Pacific Power & Light Co, Order No. 07-018, Draft 2012

Request for Proposals (OR PUC 2007) (discussing the bidding process).
65

Schlusser (n. 62) 9-11.

66

Ibid. 20

67

Schlusser (n. 62) 25-26; Zachary Shahan, ‘Why Utilities Don’t Invest More in Solar’ CleanTechnica

(2 Oct 2014), http://cleantechnica.com/2014/10/02/utilities-dont-invest-solar-video/ (arguing utilities
are holding out until they can get better returns on their investments); Michael Mendelsohn, ‘Where is
All the Utility Investment? Are Utilities Missing an Opportunity to Finance Solar and Storage?’ NREL
(14 Oct 2013), https://financere.nrel.gov/finance/content/where-all-utility-investment-are-utilitiesmissing-opportunity-finance-solar-and-storage.
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In restructured markets, renewable power facilities face their own competitive hurdles.
Without RPSs driving demand, renewable energy must compete with other wholesale power
providers, including incumbent fossil fuel-fired power plants. These decades-old power
plants often have low capital expenses and low fuel prices,68 thanks in part to direct and
indirect subsidies that make coal-based and natural gas-based power much cheaper than it
would be in a truly competitive market.69 Although the cost of renewable power has declined
and may be cost-competitive with fossil fuel plants in certain cases,70 renewables are still at
a disadvantage and depend substantially on other policies, such as tax credits, for their
growth.71 Indeed, even though energy forecasts predict that renewable power generation will
grow, forecasts also indicate that natural gas will provide the majority of new power capacity
through to at least 2040. 72 Thus, a competitive market does not necessarily favour
renewable power—certainly not enough to reach an 80%- or 100%-by-2050 goal. What is
more, state policymakers interested in supporting renewable power cannot direct utilities to
pay renewable energy facilities incentive rates without potentially running afoul of exclusive
federal authority over wholesale rates.73 Although states have attempted to avoid these
“price preemption” dynamics, these efforts have not produced incentives rates that many
experts think are necessary to make renewable power competitive in the United States.74

Finally, access to the transmission system often presents barriers to independent renewable
energy producers. Although federal laws exist to facilitate equitable and non-discriminatory
transmission access, 75 congestion, costs, and occasional discrimination still serve as
impediments to renewable producers. First, interconnection costs charged to renewable
68
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69
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Assumptions’ Today in Energy (29 Apr 2014), http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=16051.
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As a general rule, FERC has exclusive authority over wholesale electricity rates. Federal Power

Commission v. Southern California Edison Company, 376 US 205 (1964). While PURPA gives states
the ability to set rates for QFs (which are a category of wholesale power producers), these rates
cannot exceed utilities’ avoided costs. See infra n. 90-107 and accompanying text.
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Energy Law 243.
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producers, particularly wind farms, are significant. 76 Even smaller, distributed power
producers can face high interconnection fees. 77 Second, because renewable power
producers must site their facilities where wind or solar resources are optimal, and not
necessarily where transmission lines already exist, they often have to build costly spur lines
to the existing transmission system. 78 Third, grid management protocols often require
wholesale producers to purchase firm transmission rights that intermittent renewable
resources often cannot use. 79 Until recently, many transmission operators also required
renewable producers to purchase firm transmission rights in hourly increments, even though
renewable producers frequently could not use the complete increment (and might in fact be
penalized for scheduling transmission services they would not fully use).80 Although FERC
passed regulations requiring transmission operators to sell transmission rights in smaller,
15-minute increments,81 legal disputes regarding firm transmission rights have persisted.82
Finally, despite a number of laws designed to prevent discrimination, wind producers have
successfully challenged transmission operators’ actions for discriminating against wind
power,83 demonstrating that discrimination remains an impediment for renewable producers.
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See Stephen M. Fisher, ‘Reforming Interconnection Queue Management under FERC Order No.
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Goggin, ‘Fact Check: Wind’s Integration Costs are Lower than Other Energy Sources’ AWEABlog (25
Jul 2014), http://aweablog.org/blog/post/fact-check-winds-integration-costs-are-lower-than-those-forother-energy-sources.
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Thus, even though renewable power has grown substantially in the past decade or so,
renewable resources remain at a competitive disadvantage. Recognizing these competitive
disadvantages, policymakers have employed a number of policies to support renewable
electricity development. However, as Sections III and IV explain in greater detail, these
policies have not adequately stabilized the renewable electricity sector.

The Effective, Yet Unstable, US Renewable Energy Policies

To offset the competitive and regulatory disadvantages renewable energy faces,
policymakers in the United States have used PURPA, net metering, tax credits, and RPSs to
promote renewable power development. Collectively, these policies primarily aim to create a
more favourable investment environment for renewable power producers through direct and
indirect price supports and by creating demand for renewable electricity. On a number of
levels, these policies have succeeded in promoting renewable power production and
integration. However, this success has come at a price, as the policies have faced increased
opposition. This section will explain how the policies operate and identify the major critiques
parties have raised against each policy.

The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act

Since the 1970s, PURPA has supported renewable energy development from small
renewable energy producers. Although federal regulations establish the overarching
mandates of PURPA, states have broad discretion over PURPA’s implementation.84 As a
result of this state discretion and sustained opposition to the purchase mandate, PURPA has
served as an uneven and occasionally unreliable tool for promoting renewable energy
development in the United States.85 Nonetheless, PURPA still plays an important role in
promoting small scale and distributed generation in many states.

84

Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n v. Mississippi, 456 US 742, 746–47 (1982).
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PURPA implementation. In other states, PURPA has had very little effect. See Carolyn Elefant,
‘Reviving PURPA’s Purpose: The Limits of Existing State Avoided Cost Ratemaking Methodologies In
Supporting Alternative Energy Development and A Proposed Path for Reform’ (2011) 3,
http://www.recycled-energy.com/images/uploads/Reviving-PURPA.pdf. Moreover, even where a state
appears eager to support renewable power through PURPA, some renewable resources may fare
worse than others. See Jessica Wentz, ‘Balancing Economic and Environmental Goals in Distributed
Generation Procurement: A Critical Analysis of California’s Renewable Auction Mechanism (RAM)’
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The Mechanics of PURPA

PURPA directs utilities to 1) purchase electricity from “qualifying facilities” (QFs), 2) connect
the QFs to the power grid, and 3) pay the QFs specified “avoided cost” rates.86 PURPA
establishes two types of QFs.87 The first type of QF includes any combined heat and power
facility.88 The second type of QF—and the focus of this article—encompasses “small power
producers” from power plants with capacities of 80 megawatts (MW) or smaller that produce
electricity from renewable energy sources.89 Thus, PURPA directs utilities to buy electricity
at specified rates from smaller renewable power facilities and to connect these facilities to
the grid.

a.

Avoided Cost Rates

Electricity rates under PURPA are based on the utilities’ avoided costs, or the rates the
utilities would otherwise pay to produce their own power or get power from somewhere
else.90 Federal regulations spell out the factors that states should consider when calculating
the rates,91 but states generally have ample discretion to set rates so long as they do not
exceed the utilities’ avoided costs.92 While a state may include in its rate calculation the

(2014) 5 J. Energy & Envtl. L. 30 (discussing ways in which wind power has performed poorly under
California’s auction program to implement PURPA).
86
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see also Am. Paper Inst. Inc. v. Am. Elec. Power Serv. Corp., 461 US 402, 413 (1983) (upholding this
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costs the utility would otherwise pay for transmission line losses or mandatory pollution
credits, a state may not include externalities or other costs the utility itself would not incur.93
States have employed a number of methodologies to calculate avoided costs.94 Some states
use a “proxy unit” method to calculate the costs a utility would incur if it needed to build its
own power plant.95 Some states base avoided costs on avoided marginal costs associated
with procuring or producing peak power, and some states link their avoided cost calculations
to prevailing market rates the utilities would otherwise pay for power.96 In times of high
electricity prices, whether driven by high fuel costs, high demand, low supply, or other
factors, avoided cost rates can be substantial. 97 Conversely, when demand drops and
supply is abundant, avoided cost rates are often quite low. 98 PURPA’s effectiveness in
incentivizing renewable power thus depends substantially on the state of the electricity
market as a whole.

Recently, states have begun to calculate resource-specific avoided cost rates to prevent
low-cost fossil fuels from driving down overall avoided cost rates.99 If a state can show that
utilities have an obligation to obtain power from a specific resource, such as residential
photovoltaic, avoided cost calculations could focus solely on the costs of that resource.100 To

would otherwise pay and may or may not incentivize QF investment, feed-in tariffs rates are designed
specifically to incentivize renewable power investment.
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justify these resource-specific valuations, states likely must also have resource-specific
purchase mandates, or RPS carve-outs.101 And, to ensure that avoided cost rates remain
high enough to incentivize investment, the RPS carve-outs should set aggressive mandates.
Otherwise, a weak market will cause avoided cost rates to fall.102

QFs have three potential procedural avenues to calculate avoided cost rates. First, QFs may
ask state regulators to conduct the rate calculations.103 Second, QFs may instead negotiate
bilateral contracts directly with utilities to avoid the hassle associated with administrative cost
calculations.104 QFs may agree to accept prices that are below actual avoided costs in
exchange for the certainty provided by long-term contracts.105 Utilities, in turn, benefit from
contracts that establish lower-than-avoided-cost rates and allow utilities to plan for the
integration of QFs’ power. Third, in recognition that case-by-case cost assessments or
contract negotiations may serve as insurmountable barriers for many small QFs, FERC
regulations require states to establish one-size, fits-all “standard offer” contracts for any QF
with a capacity of 100 kilowatts or smaller. 106 States may also, at their discretion, set
standard offer terms that apply to larger facilities.107 Whether negotiated on a case-by-case
basis or secured through the standard offer requirements, contracts under PURPA provide a
degree of certainty to QFs and utilities alike.

b.

Interconnection Requirements

The interconnection requirements are another important mechanism of PURPA. FERC’s
regulations obligate utilities to make any interconnection costs that are necessary to provide
QFs access to the grid.108 These regulatory requirements are not very specific, however, and
FERC often relies on its general transmission access and integration rules to ensure that

101
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QFs have access to the grid. 109 Even with these rules, interconnection can present
challenges for QFs. First, PURPA regulations make clear that QFs may be required to pay
interconnection and other fees.110 While the fees must be non-discriminatory and may only
include the costs the utility would not otherwise pay for transmission of its own or a non-QF’s
power, the incremental costs may nonetheless be significant for some QFs. 111 Second,
despite efforts by FERC to remove transmission barriers for small power producers,
individual facilities continue to report problems.112 Although QFs may compel compliance
with FERC regulations through administrative and judicial enforcement,113 the transaction
costs associated with remedying transmission impediments are high, particularly for smaller
entities.

PURPA Controversies

With the availability of contracts to implement PURPA and with avoided cost rates set at the
amounts utilities would already be paying for power, one might think that PURPA would be
relatively uncontroversial. Utilities have nonetheless vigorously opposed PURPA’s purchase
mandate. In the 1990s, for example, utilities argued that PURPA forced them to enter into
long-term contracts during the 1980s that locked in high-cost power purchases despite
falling power prices.114 While very few utilities outside of California had actually felt much
impact from PURPA at the time,115 persistent utility complaints ultimately yielded changes to
PURPA. In 2005, Congress agreed to a limited repeal of PURPA, which allows FERC to
waive PURPA’s purchase mandate in competitive electricity markets.116 Acting pursuant to
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this authority, FERC has waived the purchase mandate for QFs larger than 20 MW in
several regions of the United States.117

In other markets that lack robust competition, PURPA putatively remains in force for all
eligible QFs, but efforts to enforce it have often resulted in litigation and controversy that
have eroded PURPA’s mandate that utilities buy QFs’ power at avoided cost rates. Most
significantly, Texas utilities have successfully argued before the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit that PURPA’s purchase mandate does not apply to intermittent power.118 If
this decision stands, utilities will be able to avoid purchasing electricity from wind and solar
facilities, because their power production is often intermittent. Some utilities and states have
also resisted QFs’ efforts to enforce standard offer rates. For example, even though Idaho
had established rules making standard offer rates available to facilities with capacities up to
10 MW, the state then refused to allow wind farms to use these rates. The dispute led to
several rounds of administrative and judicial litigation119 and ultimately a settlement between
FERC and the state of Idaho.120 However, Idaho also altered its standard offer rates to apply
in the future only to the smallest solar and wind facilities.121 As a result, all solar and wind
facilities larger than 100 kilowatts will have to engage in expensive and contentious
negotiations to establish the applicable avoided cost rates.

Despite these challenges, and despite being controversial PURPA remains an important law
for renewable energy development. Many states have used PURPA to support renewable
power production, and PURPA has been particularly important for small, distributed power
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sources. In states without renewable power policies, PURPA provides renewable producers
a mechanism for obtaining access to the electricity system.

Net Metering

Net metering laws emerged about five years after PURPA to provide state-level incentives
for the installation of renewable electricity facilities.122 The term “net metering” refers to the
process by which utilities bill customers for their net electricity consumption.123 Net metering
allows consumers to discount the amount of energy they deliver to the grid from their total
electricity consumption and to pay only for their net consumption. Without net metering,
customers would pay retail rates for the power they receive from the utility and earn
wholesale rates (which are about one-third the value of retail rates) for the power they
deliver to the utility. 124 With net metering, only the net purchase or sale counts. 125 Net
metering programs thus allow ratepayers to effectively receive some of their retail electricity
services for free.126 At a minimum, net metering lowers these ratepayers’ overall electricity
bills and, in some states, it even allows utility customers to earn a profit.127
Net metering programs are common state policies,128 but states often limit their scope in
various ways. States will typically cap the total amount of electricity that is eligible for net
metering,129 and many states restrict participation in net metering programs.130 The success
of net metering, moreover, typically depends on the availability of other programs and
subsidies to support renewable power. 131 In states with high retail rates and generous
subsidies to offset the upfront costs of renewable facilities, net metering has contributed
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meaningfully to renewable energy development.132 In other places, net metering provides
only limited support for renewable energy development; indeed, one scholar calculated it
could take decades for net metering alone to repay renewable energy producers for their
investment.133 Declining equipment and “soft costs” associated with permitting, customer
acquisition, grid integration, and other phases of renewable power development may reduce
this recovery period, but to date, the upfront costs of renewable generation facilities are out
of reach for most homeowners and many businesses.134

Recognizing this, some companies have created third-party leasing programs to facilitate the
process. Through these third-party arrangements, private companies install solar panels on
private (and sometimes public) property and handle the transactions necessary to get the
solar facilities sited and connected to the grid. 135 Property owners use net metering to
reduce their electricity bills, and the third-party installers earn revenue through the lease fees
paid by the property owners, the sale of renewable energy credits under the state RPSs, and
tax credits.136 The arrangement helps facilitate renewable energy development and may
lower associated soft costs.137 While some states have prohibited third-party leasing entirely
and other states have made it economically infeasible,138 third-party leasing arrangements
demonstrate how a combination of policies can promote increased renewable energy
development.

However, as third-party arrangements have grown, so has utility opposition to net metering.
Utilities argue, with some credence, that net metering allows utility customers to receive
expensive utility services—including distribution, grid management, and transmission—for
132
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free. 139 These arguments first gained traction in California, which has one of the more
expansive net metering policies in the United States and a great deal of solar power
potential.140 Under California’s net metering law, commercial ratepayers with solar facilities
as large as 1 MW may participate in net metering programs. 141 Larger commercial
customers typically pay higher electricity rates than residential customers, particularly during
peak electricity periods.142 When commercial customers began producing solar power during
peak electricity periods, thereby depriving utilities of high-priced sales to their larger
customers, utilities cried foul. 143 Utilities argued that net metering could threaten their
economic viability if they were forced to provide retail services for free.144 Similar arguments
against net metering have been raised in other states, and some states have begun to
charge even residential customers for participating in net metering programs. 145 These
charges could eliminate the economic incentives net metering would otherwise provide.146
If more state policy makers follow suit, net metering’s beneficial impact on renewable energy
development will further erode.
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Federal Tax Credits

Since the 1990s, two federal tax credits, the Production Tax Credit (PTC) and the
Investment Tax Credit (ITC), have played critical roles in assisting renewable energy
development in the United States.147 Despite the importance of federal tax credits, however,
they have injected uncertainty into the renewable energy market.148 This uncertainty drives
up the overall cost of renewable power, requires ongoing lobbying efforts to sustain the
policies, and undermines the underlying purposes of the tax credits, which are to help build a
self-reliant and sustainable renewable energy sector.149

Of the two tax credits, the PTC faces the most frequent criticism and political uncertainty.
The PTC provides a specified tax credit—worth $.023 at the end of 2014—for each kilowatthour of electricity production.150 The PTC applies to a number of renewable energy sources,
but it has been most important to the wind energy industry.151 The tax credit applies during
the first ten years of a facility’s operation, and it is available only to facilities that complete
construction within specified timeframes.152 Since the late 1990s, Congress has established
short eligibility periods for facilities to qualify for the PTC.153 The pending expiration dates of
the PTC typically spur a frenzy of lobbying efforts in which the wind energy industry and its
supporters urge renewal of the PTC, while opponents insist that Congress allow the PTC to
expire permanently.154 Over the years, as the debates regarding the PTC have intensified,
Congress has delayed extending it until, and sometimes after, the last possible moment.155
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These extensions often last for only a couple of years and thus set the stage for subsequent
rounds of debates and lobbying efforts.156

The ITC, which is most important to the solar industry, includes similar eligibility deadlines.
The ITC gives renewable energy developers a tax credit based on the amount of money
they spend building a facility.157 To qualify for the ITC, developers must place their facilities
in service by specified deadlines.158 The current ITC allows solar developers to receive a tax
credit equal to 30 percent of their investment in commercial solar facilities built by December
31, 2016.159 In 2017, the tax credit will drop to 10 percent.160 The tax credit for residential
solar installations will expire completely at the end of 2016.161 Energy forecasters expect that
solar development will suffer if the tax credit drops as scheduled.162 Lobbying regarding an
extension of the ITC is already underway; however, if experience with the PTC is any guide,
one should expect Congress to delay action on the ITC until the last possible moment (if not
later).

Neither tax credit program establishes concrete goals regarding the amount of renewable
energy development Congress hopes to promote nor links the tax credits to the economic
viability of the renewable energy producers. Instead, the tax credits come and go based on
the calendar, rather than market maturity or competitiveness.163 As explored below, this lack
of clear policy objectives contributes to the political and economic vulnerability of the
renewable energy sector. Not only do the limited eligibility periods force the renewable
energy industry to repeatedly appear before Congress hat-in-hand, they also inject
uncertainty into utility planning practices. Without clearer targets for renewable power
development and use, the boom-bust cycle driven by the federal tax credits will likely
increase.
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Renewable Portfolio Standards

RPSs are relatively popular programs in the United States. Twenty-eight states have
enacted RPS mandates, and another eight states have voluntary RPS goals. 164 RPSs
require electric utilities to obtain a specified percentage of electricity from renewable sources
by specified deadlines. 165 To demonstrate compliance with their RPS mandates, utilities
must typically acquire Renewable Electricity Credits (RECs), which are certificates
representing the “renewable” component of electricity.166 Each REC typically represents a
megawatt-hour of renewable power.167 Some states allow utilities to buy and sell RECs,
while other states limit REC trading.168 Most states give their utilities flexibility either to
produce renewable power and the associated RECs themselves or to purchase RECs from
third-party renewable power producers or marketers.169 This flexibility, combined with the
clear mandates of RPSs, allows utilities to plan for increased renewable power integration.170
Indeed, most renewable power integration and transmission reliability studies rely on RPS
164
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mandates to calculate the total amount of power the transmission system will need to
integrate.171

RPSs also often include design elements to encourage production of certain types or sizes
of renewable power sources. For example, some states include “carve-outs” that require a
certain percentage of renewable power to come from solar, wind, or distributed
generation.172 Well-crafted carve-outs can mitigate concerns that RPSs primarily incentivize
construction of large, remote renewable facilities that may exacerbate transmission
congestion.173 Carve-outs can also create separate markets for specific REC categories, and
thereby increase the economic viability of more expensive renewable resources, including
residential solar. 174 Thus, RPSs can offer regulators and renewable energy advocates
strategies to promote certain types of renewable energy development, including small-scale
development, while also providing predictability that enables better planning.

Despite these benefits, RPSs have their own limitations. First, without specific design
elements aimed at promoting distributed and solar power, they primarily incentivize large
wind power development.175 While this is a benefit in many respects, a balance between
wind and solar power, spread out over larger geographical areas, may improve reliability and
lower costs as more renewable energy is integrated into the power system. 176 Second,
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although interstate REC trading is a purported benefit of RPSs, the lack of uniformity
between states policies has at times complicated the REC trading process.177 To rectify
these problems, some scholars have called for a national RPS,178 although the political
climate in Washington D.C. makes any such program unlikely. Third, several states have
designed RPSs in ways that violate the “dormant Commerce Clause,” a doctrine that
prohibits states from discriminating against interstate commerce or engaging in economic
protectionism.179 For example, some states have unlawfully limited RPS eligibility only to
instate renewable resources,180 and others have rewarded instate resources with additional
RECs that out-of-state facilities cannot receive.181 By and large, these discriminatory laws
have been changed due to threatened or filed lawsuits.182 However, some more aggressive
lawsuits challenging RPSs remain active.183 While most legal observers believe the RPSs
will withstand the legal challenges, an element of uncertainty hangs over these policies.184

Surprisingly, however, political opposition to RPSs is less of a threat. By and large, RPSs
have proven quite resilient, and attempted repeals of RPSs have had limited success.185 In
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2014, Ohio decided to freeze its renewable energy mandates for two years.186 More recently,
West Virginia repealed its alternative energy mandate, although some commentators have
argued this repeal means little, since the state’s “alternative energy” sources included fossil
fuels and dirty fuel sources such as tires.187 Despite these setbacks, observers believe that
strong public support for renewable energy will make efforts to repeal RPSs difficult in most
places, partly because RPSs have created markets for new constituencies, including
farmers who receive royalties from wind power producers and workers at wind turbine
manufacturing facilities. 188 Indeed, Ohio’s freeze has received criticism from within and
outside of the state, in part because of the economic losses it has caused.189 Finally, unlike
the federal tax credits with built-in expiration dates, RPS repeals require lawmakers to act
affirmatively. The inertia that protects existing laws helps to insulate them from rollback
efforts.190 However, ALEC has made energy policy a priority for 2015,191 and additional RPS
repeal efforts may follow. Nonetheless, if past repeal efforts are a signal, it seems unlikely
that opponents of renewable electricity will succeed in repealing most RPS mandates.

The greatest threat to RPS programs may actually lie in their own relative lack of ambition.
In many states, RPS mandates are relatively weak, requiring utilities to obtain as little as
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10% of their electricity from renewable sources by 2015. 192 Based on the amount of
renewable capacity added to the US power supply since 1990, almost all RPS quotas can
be satisfied with existing supplies.193 Thus, without more ambitious RPS mandates, demand
for new renewable power facilities may weaken. Some states have in fact initiated efforts to
increase their RPS requirements.194 Part V of this article argues that US renewable energy
advocates should follow this lead and focus on strengthening RPSs. Without stronger RPSs
and strategic plans to develop and integrate more renewable power into the grid, renewable
energy development will proceed in a much slower, costlier, and messier fashion, as the
following section describes.

The Benefits and Limitations of Ad Hoc Renewable Power Development

With expiring tax credits looming and RPS targets nearly met, the US renewable energy
industry has reached a critical point. Energy forecasts predict that investment in renewable
power will drop, perhaps precipitously, without an effective policy response.195 Indeed, in
California, where utilities have already met most of their RPS requirements, renewable
energy developers report they are already facing financing challenges for larger projects due
to a lack of demand.196 Separately, an Oregon utility proposed obtaining no new renewable
resources until after 2020, because it had satisfied its RPS goals and did not forecast that
the state would adopt new ones.197 Based on projections from Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, it appears that many utilities could follow a similar course.198 The renewable
energy boom of the past several years could, without the correct policy response, become a
bust.
192
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To address this looming crisis, renewable energy advocates could work to extend or expand
the existing suite of renewable electricity policies. In so doing, however, these advocates will
be promoting a continuation of piecemeal, ad hoc siting, development, and integration of
renewable power. Although this approach has to date yielded substantial growth of
renewable power, this section argues that continued piecemeal growth will make the
renewable transition more expensive, inefficient, technically challenging, and politically
contentious than it otherwise could be. This section will begin with an explanation of how the
current US policies tend to promote ad hoc renewable development. It will then explain the
benefits and downsides of a piecemeal approach to renewable power development.
Ultimately, the section concludes that, while ad hoc development offers some benefits, it will
delay the necessary transition to a renewable electricity system.

The Ad Hoc Nature of US Renewable Electricity Policies

The policies discussed above all support ad hoc renewable energy development, in that they
promote piecemeal, site-by-site development of renewable energy facilities. Moreover, aside
from RPSs, US renewable power policies typically do not set quantitative targets for
renewable power acquisition. In terms of renewable power siting, all four policies tend to
promote developer-driven, piecemeal decision-making. PURPA, for example, allows QFs to
choose where they will build and then to force utilities to buy their power. Indeed, under
PURPA, a utility may be forced to purchase power from QFs located outside of its service
territory.199 Net metering rules, by definition, apply within each utility’s service territory, but
they rarely include more specific siting requirements. RPSs sometimes include location
requirements linked to transmission access,200 but states must be careful to not use location
specifications that would run afoul of the dormant Commerce Clause.201Federal tax credits
apply regardless of location. Collectively, although some general geographic restrictions
may exist under net metering and RPSs, developers have broad discretion to select where
they will build their facilities.
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With the discretion most policies afford, commercial developers wisely make their
investment and siting decisions based on resource availability (i.e., the amount of wind or
sun), existing transmission capacity, and the market signals they receive. Most wind
development, for example, has occurred in places with strong wind resources, available
capacity on the transmission system, and access to RPS markets that require utilities to buy
wind power or RECs.202 The timing and amount of wind development follows the market
signals sent by tax credits and RPSs. Likewise, most residential solar power development
has occurred in locations that have net metering laws, tax credits that offset upfront costs,
and third-party leasing operations. With the right market signals, developers can usually
figure out where and when they should build to get the best return for each project.

To date, this developer-driven process has largely succeeded in bringing new resources
online with relatively few hiccups. However, this ad hoc system carries risks as well as
benefits. Parts B and C of this section explore some of these benefits and downsides of the
US piecemeal development approach.

The Benefits of Ad Hoc Development

As explained above, ad hoc development has led to unprecedented growth of renewable
power in the United States, lower costs, improving technology, lower pollutant emissions,
and overall increased public support for renewable electricity. The current approach has
facilitated the creation of a robust renewable energy industry that includes a number of new
actors and new business models that are leading to utility reforms that would likely not have
emerged otherwise. Likewise, increased renewable power production has prompted longoverdue changes in the transmission system that could lead to better development and
management strategies. These developments make a 100% renewable power target more
viable than it has ever seemed.

It is doubtful that many of these changes would have developed without the mix of policies
discussed in this paper. PURPA enabled the initial creation of QFs and signaled to
regulators that renewable power could supply some US power. Without the results achieved
under PURPA, it is unclear whether politicians would have taken further steps to promote
renewable power. Yet as they did, and as these policies began to operate together, they
202
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revealed how a mix of policies can promote much more renewable growth. The combination
of tax credits and RPSs, for example, was necessary to incentivize a meaningful buildup of
wind power.203 Third-party leasing models for distributed solar would not work without some
combination of tax credits, RECs, and net metering. Had these policies not promoted
successful independent renewable power production, moreover, it is highly unlikely that
either the deregulated market or regulated utilities would have independently invested in
renewable energy.

These policies have also initiated reforms in the utility sector that could fundamentally
change the electricity grid and, in some places, the utility business model. Increased
development of renewable power systems has led to several FERC orders requiring
transmission operators to accommodate renewable power integration.204 Of these, FERC’s
order requiring regional transmission planning may become the most important if it results in
more strategic transmission system design and operation.205 At the distribution side, growth
in distributed generation sources has prompted efforts to develop a “smart” grid that can
accommodate increasing numbers of distributed sources and fluctuating loads.206 Storage
technology has also advanced to provide backup supplies for renewable sources.207 Finally,
some states have begun to reconsider the fundamental responsibilities of electric utilities
and have initiated efforts to transform the utilities into “wires” companies that would bear
primary responsibility for managing the renewable transition. 208 Without independent
renewable power production, few, if any, of these changes would have occurred.
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Thus, it is clear that US policies to support renewable power have had profound impacts on
the electricity system. Even though non-hydro renewable resources account for less than
5% of US power, renewable power capacity has increased at an unprecedented rate.209 To
be sure, the piecemeal approach to renewable development has succeeded on many levels.

The Downsides of Ad Hoc Development

Despite these important successes, the ad hoc approach will not produce the renewable
transition this paper envisions. First, piecemeal development is expensive and inefficient.
Second, even with the transmission planning efforts of FERC, ad hoc development
complicates grid integration. Finally, piecemeal development can incite intense political
opposition. To date, most of these challenges have been manageable. However, for the
renewable transition to occur, policy makers will have to overcome or avoid many of the
problems presented by ad hoc renewable power production.

Expense and Inefficiency
Piecemeal renewable power development is often inefficient and expensive.210 Studies have
documented how incremental development raises the costs of nearly every phase of a solar
project, including equipment procurement, site selection, customer acquisition, permitting,
installation, inspection, and interconnection.211 When solar developers concentrate on facility
installation within a single neighborhood, or when communities or developers engage in bulk
equipment purchases, their costs typically decline. 212 A similar dynamic applies to wind
development, with the costs of distributed wind power about double that of commercial wind
farms.213

While the major US policies aim to make renewable energy development more affordable,
they do not necessarily aim to lower costs. Rather, they provide financial support to offset
the higher costs of renewable power. In so doing, they may actually drive up the costs of
renewable energy development. Intermittent subsidies under the PTC illustrate this dynamic
209
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most clearly, as short eligibility periods create a boom-bust cycle of development that drives
up the costs of wind power facility development.214 During the booms, equipment costs,
labor costs, rents and royalties become more expensive.215 While some individuals and
companies are likely engaging in arbitrage during the development booms, many in the wind
energy industry are trying to use the boom periods as hedges against the development
busts that follow when the eligibility periods expire. The intermittent PTC thus promotes suboptimal, but understandable, development decisions. These dynamics, however, have made
it difficult for the wind energy industry to attract stable investment and to secure cheap
capital.216 The lack of access to capital, in turn, has made the wind energy industry even
more reliant upon the unpredictable PTC. 217

Piecemeal renewable power development may further drive up costs by creating
unnecessary stranded assets. 218 Common wisdom holds that intermittent renewable
resources require backup fossil fuel resources (most commonly, natural gas plants) to
ensure reliability. However, wind farm aggregation and proper solar array alignment can
mitigate many reliability concerns and displace the need for backup gas plants.219 Ad hoc
renewable power development increases the likelihood that new natural gas plants will come
online to provide backup power. If those gas plants ultimately become obsolete as strategic
renewable development occurs, customers may end up paying for the plants regardless.

This economic uncertainty does not have to be an inherent element of the renewable
transition. Although transitioning the electricity sector will require investment for new
generation resources and transmission and distribution infrastructure, the transition could
reduce customers’ exposure to fluctuating fuel prices, carbon prices, and other costs
associated with burning fossil fuels. But for these benefits to be realized, the US needs to go
beyond its ad hoc approach to renewable energy development.
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Grid Integration

Piecemeal development and siting of renewable power facilities also complicate
transmission and distribution planning and management, which, in turn, stifles renewable
power growth.220 Although FERC has attempted to mitigate some of these problems, grid
integration remains a challenge that ad hoc development exacerbates. Difficulties arise,
moreover, with both large, remote renewable facilities and distributed power facilities.

A lack of transmission capacity has stifled or delayed wind power growth in the West and
Midwest, 221 and piecemeal development may exacerbate this problem. Many of the best
wind resources in the West and Midwest are in rural areas with small populations that
historically had little need for transmission capacity, and despite the economic advantages of
building wind farms in those areas, limited transmission has prevented wind power
development.222 One obvious solution to this is to develop more transmission lines,223 but
uncertainty associated with piecemeal development creates a chicken-or-egg dilemma for
transmission line developers: they cannot reasonably invest in new, expensive transmission
lines if they cannot guarantee that new wind producers will use the lines. Wind producers, in
turn, cannot build wind farms in locations without adequate transmission infrastructure.
Existing renewable policies do not address these limitations. In fact, even if new
transmission lines are sited quickly, tax credits will have already expired and RPS mandates
may already be fulfilled. This timing mismatch highlights one significant limitation of ad hoc
renewable policies.

Even where transmission capacity is normally adequate, congestion can interfere with wind
generators’ operations and revenues. In Oregon, a high-profile dispute illustrates the
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potential vulnerability wind producers face when transmission policies are unclear.224 For a
period of time, Oregon was an optimal place for new wind farms. Federal and state tax
credits made development economically viable, the transmission system operated by the
Bonneville Power Administration had plenty of available space, and Oregon wind producers
could easily deliver their power to California to qualify for that state’s lucrative RPS. 225
Several new wind farms came on line and signed contracts with Bonneville securing their
firm transmission rights.226 In 2011, however, Bonneville curtailed generation at many wind
farms to accommodate increased transmission needs of the region’s hydropower system
during an especially rainy and snowy year.227 As a result, wind farms were unable to earn
tax credits from the PTC or to sell RECs, at estimated costs of at least $2.15 million.228 Since
then, wind producers, Bonneville, and other stakeholders have been involved in litigation
regarding the right curtailment policies and who should pay when curtailment happens.229 If
the renewable policies had taken the possibility of transmission congestion into account, it is
possible that the dispute would have cost much less money and been resolved much
sooner.230
Distributed power sources—which could actually improve grid reliability231—are not immune
to the potential consequences of poor planning.232 In California, which has by far the most
distributed solar, ad hoc development has produced challenges associated with the “duck
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curve.” 233 In essence, California faces operational and economic challenges due to an
overabundance of solar resources during the middle of the day when power consumption is
relatively low and a dearth of solar power as power consumption rapidly increases later in
the day, when temperatures rise and home air conditioners come on.
overabundance/under-abundance

problem

could

have

significant

234

economic

This
and

environmental consequences, if high-cost, polluting natural gas plants are paid to stay in
standby mode during the middle of the day and then to ramp up operations as solar
production drops off.235 Yet, energy experts believe that the duck curve dilemma has some
relatively easy and cheap solutions that smarter planning could provide. For example, if
more solar panels were oriented to the southwest and west, solar energy production would
continue later into the day and offset the need to ramp up as many fossil fuel plants.236 Had
California electricity planners embedded this solution into their renewable energy policies at
the outset, they could have ensured proper orientation of the solar panels. Instead, they are
now offering incentive rates for better oriented facilities.237

Finally, grid reliability and planning can be undermined by policies that concentrate
renewable power development in specific, limited locations. 238 Plans for integrating
renewable energy into the transmission system highlight the benefits of geographical
diversity of renewable facilities.239 Geographical diversity allows renewable power sources to
back each other up and thus displace the need for backup fossil fuel plants.240 Geographic
diversity also reduces potential transmission congestion.241 To date, however, US renewable
power policies have not taken these advantages into account. This makes transmission
planning and integration more complicated than they should be.
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Political Instability

While all renewable energy policies face some opposition, programs that promote piecemeal
development have faced increasingly intense political opposition that often inaccurately
presents renewable energy as elitist and unfair.242 Piecemeal development allows opponents
to target specific facilities supported by specific policies to create inaccurate portrayals of
renewable policies. Finally, policies that incrementally threaten utilities increase uncertainty
and utility opposition to renewable power, without directly addressing questions about the
future role of utilities in the renewable transition.

The net metering disputes illustrate how political opposition can paint a distorted picture of
renewable energy. As described above, utilities fear that net metering will lower utilities’
revenues. But in the media and before regulators, they have attacked net metering for
shifting the costs of renewable power development onto the poor. They argue that if
wealthier utility customers can lower their own electricity bills by installing renewable energy
systems, the costs of managing the electricity system will shift to customers who cannot
afford to install their own renewable facilities.243 In effect, they suggest that poor (and often
non-white) customers will be forced to subsidize wealthy, white ones.244 Although empirical
studies have refuted these arguments, 245 the contention that net metering produces a
“reverse Robin Hood” effect in which the poor subsidize the rich, 246 has had profound
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political impact. Moreover, when images of solar arrays on expensive houses are presented
along with inflammatory rhetoric, the political messaging can be difficult to overcome, even if
it is incomplete or inaccurate.

A similar dynamic has played out with tax credits. Opponents of federal tax credits have
frequently criticized them for “picking winners and losers,”

247

violating free market

principles, 248 and simply for costing too much and thus wasting taxpayers’ money. 249
Although there are a number of viable critiques against these facile arguments, defending
the PTC has proven to be politically challenging. 250 In part, this is because opponents of the
subsidy have been able to isolate data regarding the program’s direct costs251 and discount
the disparate data about the program’s direct and indirect benefits.252 It is also easy for
opponents to cherry-pick examples of failed projects to suggest they represent
programmatic flaws, even when the programs themselves succeed.253 The anecdotes are
almost always more exciting and memorable than the data, and policies that promote
piecemeal development are particularly vulnerable to these types of anecdotal attacks.
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Finally, policies that promote piecemeal renewable power integration increase uncertainty in
the electricity sector and make it more likely that utilities will fight each piecemeal change, to
the detriment of renewable power development. Utility opposition to PURPA and net
metering illustrates this dynamic. Both policies require utilities to purchase third parties’
power and may potentially displace utilities’ own power production.254 These policies thus
threaten existing monopolies and revenues.255 While renewable power advocates may view
these changes positively, unplanned economic losses could undermine the transition to
renewable energy, because utilities may have fewer resources to invest in transmission
lines, distribution infrastructure, and other resources necessary to accommodate renewable
power.256 In order to maintain profit margins, utilities could choose to operate dirtier coalfired power plants with lower marginal costs rather than cleaner, more expensive plants.
Alternatively, utilities could successfully lobby for recovery of their stranded costs associated
with the power displacement and thus drive up the indirect costs of renewable power. In
short, the incremental displacement of existing power resources by renewable resources
could drive up both the political and economic costs of renewable power, and thereby
undermine the renewable transition.

This is not to say that ad hoc development has failed. To the contrary, both solar and wind
power have become more affordable, and some market forecasts for renewable power
development are quite bullish.257 However, most investors continue to assign a risk premium
to renewable energy,258 and this risk premium is likely to remain in place until the renewable
power industry can grow steadily. The contentious political debates regarding individual
policies or individual projects draw attention away from much more fundamental questions
about how the electricity system and utility business models must change to accommodate
new sources of power and achieve the renewable transition.259 It is unlikely that the US
renewable transition can happen without incumbent utilities playing a role, and economically
viable utilities will facilitate increased renewable energy integration better than bankrupt
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ones.260 Policies should therefore begin to spell out the role that utilities will play, rather than
primarily promote piecemeal power development that provokes intense political fights that
will undermine the renewable transition.261

Expanding and Stabilizing Renewable Power Growth with RPSs and Strategic Plans

To avoid the problems associated with piecemeal renewable power development, policy
advocates and policy makers should promote the creation of long-term, ambitious renewable
power mandates, coupled with strategic plans for energy facility siting and grid integration.
Policies should also define the roles of utilities in the future electricity system. Although the
creation of these plans would undoubtedly be complicated and contentious, the plans would,
once established, provide certainty necessary to facilitate the renewable transition. This
section will briefly outline the elements of a comprehensive strategy.262

First, comprehensive planning should begin with long-term, ambitious targets for renewable
power use. RPSs offer a policy solution that has enabled and could continue to promote
sustained and predictable expansions of renewable electricity development. RPSs send
clear messages to utilities and investors alike that reduce investment risks and allow utilities
to plan for renewable power integration. Indeed, of the policies examined in this article,
RPSs have likely promoted the greatest amount of renewable power investment, and they
have the potential to achieve much more. Studies examining the impacts of different
renewable energy policies concluded that RPSs, in combination with federal tax credits,
have had the greatest success in promoting renewable electricity development and
acquisition.263 Costs associated with RPS compliance, moreover, appear to be relatively
low.264 By establishing demand for renewable power, RPSs send clear signals to renewable
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energy developers and financial institutions that a market will exist for their products. These
market signals help to spur investment and to keep costs down.

RPSs also allow transmission operators to plan for renewable energy integration and thus
add certainty to an otherwise potentially volatile transition. 265 In fact, when entities
responsible for transmission system reliability estimate the impacts of renewable integration,
they typically base their calculations on RPS mandates.266 From a practical perspective, it is
hard to imagine what else they could use to calculate the potential degree of renewable
integration, since other policies do not establish predictable quantities of renewable
integration. From a policy perspective, moreover, having a common set of figures helps
ensure that transmission studies are accurate and comparable.267

Second, renewable energy advocates and policy makers should go beyond establishing
RPSs and start engaging in comprehensive energy planning to facilitate an even smoother
and swifter transition to renewable energy development. For example, if a state were to
adopt an 80%-by-2050 RPS, the state should then develop a strategy for achieving that
target. That strategy should identify the optimal energy mix between distributed solar, utilityscale solar, wind power, and other renewable sources. The strategy should also identify
optimal development sites for specific types of renewable power, as well as areas excluded
from development for environmental, archaeological, social, or other reasons. Site selection
for renewable facility development should be based on the quality of the renewable
resource, actual and potential access to the grid, and ensuring balance in the electricity
system. Last, the plan should incorporate the feedback of transmission operators and
265
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regulators to ensure that the transmission system expands as necessary to accommodate
new renewable facilities, to enable better integration of electricity storage, to promote energy
efficiency, and to maintain grid reliability as more flexible resources enter the system. In
short, the comprehensive planning should address renewable facility siting, balance, and
grid integration in a systematic and strategic manner.

Finally, regulators should determine the roles that utilities and independent power producers
will play in the future electricity system and develop a regulatory structure in accordance with
those established roles. Some states may decide that utilities should maintain their vertically
integrated structures and produce most of their own renewable power.268 In these locations,
existing electricity regulations related to procurement and ratemaking would govern utilities’
investments in renewables and transmission infrastructure.269 Other states may decide that
independent renewable power producers should produce electricity and utilities should have
responsibility for the transmission and distribution systems.270 These states would need to
develop strategies both for restructuring their electricity systems and for supporting
independent renewable power development. To support independent production, states
might expand net metering, set resource-specific avoided cost rates under PURPA, increase
state subsidies for renewable producers, and support an active REC market. States would
also likely need to reform the utility regulatory model to ensure the utility remains
economically viable and thus capable of performing its grid management functions. While
these types of strategic planning would be a substantial undertaking, they would
nonetheless establish much clearer objectives for all parties in the future.

Some readers may understandably balk at this proposal for centralized, strategic planning.
To be sure, developing it will be challenging on multiple levels, particularly from a political
perspective. In states that did not previously restructure their utilities, efforts to change the
regulatory model would receive intense opposition. In states with substantial fossil fuel
resources, centralized planning aimed at a renewable transition is unlikely to occur.
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However, a number of states have demonstrated their support for renewable power
development and may have the political climate to support the type of strategic planning this
section envisions. Even if states were to allow the role of utilities to remain up in the air,
many states would have the capacity to set aggressive, long-term targets for renewable
integration and to use existing land use planning laws to guide renewable siting. Progress in
these two areas alone would ameliorate many of the problems associated with piecemeal
renewable power development by creating long-term demand for renewable power and
facilitating grid integration. These improvements would do much more than continued
reliance piecemeal policies.

Conclusion

The United States is quickly approaching an inflection point for renewable policy design, as
tax credits near expiration, RPS targets near completion, and disputes regarding net
metering and PURPA continue to arise. Although the current mix of policies has done a
great deal to promote renewable power development and potentially alter the electricity
system, a broader transition to renewable power requires much more certainty than US
policies currently provide. US renewable power advocates should therefore begin to promote
a comprehensive approach to renewable policymaking. This approach would set aggressive
long-term targets for renewable energy use, strategically plan for renewable power facility
siting and integration, and potentially revisit the role of utilities in an electricity system
powered by renewables. While this level of planning is undoubtedly ambitious, it will likely
accomplish more than the piecemeal approach the United States has used thus far.

